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The purpose of this report is to alert managers to a fundamental change in the way thatinfor-
mation systems are conceived, designed and used, as a result of the so called ☁convergence of
technologies☂.
The main components of a present-day business information system ♥ apart from the human
and organisational resources contained therein ♥ are the products of three separate and
previously non-competing industries. The most ubiquitous element is the ordinary telephone,
providing both internal voice communication and external links via private and public
exchanges. The second element is computers and (increasingly) microprocessors incorporated
in other devices. And the third is the agglomeration of devices known as office machines ♥
including typewriters, copiers, printers, microfilm, and paper storage systems. Convergenceis
the process by which these three industries are coming to depend upona single technology.
They are becoming, to all intents and purposes, three branches ofa single industry.
This report presents a convincing overall picture of the changes which lie at the root of this
movement. There is no doubtatall about the irruption of silicon technology into the com-
munications and office products industries. There is no doubt at all about the seriousness of
the challenge posed by IBM in the areas of private switching and satellite communications.
Andit is equally certain that competing products in the workstation market will come from
all three industries.
The world of computers is faddy and riddled with unintelligible jargon. Every few years some
new fashion seems to catch the fancy of the computer community, and for a time everything
revolves around this notion. But they have had one thing in common: they havehadvirtually
no impact on the world outside the tight echelons of the computer community. Convergence
in contrast is already producing a reaction of a much more widespread nature. For this reason
it is an important and enduring phenomenonrather thanjust a transient catchphrase.

This report describes the impact of convergence on suppliers and on users, and examines the
US experience and the position of Europe. Finally it abstracts specific recommendations for
managementaction in order to producean instantly intelligible checklist of policy questions
that need to be systematically reviewed. The report is intended to be read by managers of
departments which use systems as well as by the managers responsible for providing systems ♥
and byline as well as staff.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.

The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company.It transmits its findings to
membersin three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservicesdirectors
and their senior colleagues.
through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
own specialist managers and technicians can meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which the
members are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection of
topics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have been
employed. 
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|. INTRODUCTION

A Purpose

The purpose of this report is to alert managers to a fundamental change in the way thatinfor-
mation systems are conceived, designed and used. It is intended to be read by managers of
departments which use systems as well as by the managers responsible for providing systems ♥
by line as well as staff. It may also be useful to offer this report to staff working in highly
specialised areas, since the broad strategic picture is often hard for them to grasp. In order to
be intelligible to the whole of its intended readership it largely eschews technical jargon,
though an occasional reference to a particular device by its model numberis regrettably
unavoidable.
A spectre is haunting the manufacturers of computers, telecommunications equipment andoffice machines. It is the spectre of the so-called ☁convergence of technologies☂. What, to
begin with, does convergence mean? Convergence is merely a shorthand term, a label which
can be conveniently attached to the fundamentalshift to be describedin this report. It may ormay not be adequately precise or significant: but it is beginning to be accepted and used,whichis the only real test of a label.
What is convergence and whyis it important? A brief description is offered here. A fullerexplanation of the phenomenonandits implications will occupy the remainder of the report.
B_ The Convergence Of Technologies

The main components of a present-day business information system ♥ ignoring for themoment the human andorganisational resources comprised therein ♥ are the products of threeseparate and previously non-competing industries.
The most ubiquitous element is the ordinary telephone, providing both internal voice com-munication and external links via private and public exchanges. The equipment used forthispurpose is provided by the traditional telecommunications suppliers working within a frame-work laid down and regulated by the Postal, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT) authority of theparticular country. In the past this business has been characterised as relatively slow-movingin technical and market terms. Because the PTTs largely determine the direction and pace ofchange, and because PTTsare large public bodies with complex social and political pressuresto contend with, changes in the technology of communications and the patterns of marketusage have come aboutvery slowly. In the United Kingdom, for example, data communication(as opposed to voice) facilities have been available for many years. So slow howeveris theevolution of this market that data communication traffic still accounts for less than 2 per centof the traffic of the national network.It is not that the PTTsstrive actively to repress change:most do not. It is rather that as publicly accountable monopolies they cannot be expected topioneer large-scale and often risky innovations. For this and other reasons the communicationsbusiness has traditionaliy been stable, slow-moving and relatively predictable in its size andbehaviour.
The second element in a present-day business information system is computers, includinglarge mainframe devices, small computers and (increasingly) microprocessors incorporated inother devices. The main characteristics of this market are as different from those of communi-



cations as they could be. The marketis very fast-moving. Every few years a new generation
of technology emerges from the laboratories which obsoletes ♥ or at least is claimed to
obsolete ♥ its antecedents. The write-off of computer systems is generally accomplished in 5
to 7 years as opposed to the 12 to 15 years of a private telephone exchange and the even
longerlife of an exchange in the public switched network.
The computer marketisalso relatively volatile compared to the communications market. Many
large companies have changed their main computer supplier. Most use equipment from a
variety of competing suppliers. Competition in the computer market is, despite periodic
attempts by anti-monopoly agencies in Europe and the USA to promotecivilised behaviour,
virtually untramelled.
For: the ordinary business user the volatility of the computer market has led to mixed results.
He has a far wider range of choice in computer equipment(discs, tapes, printers and terminals
as well as processors) than in telephone equipment where he must generally accept the PTT-
approved monopoly product. Over the life of the computer industry, however, there must be
serious doubts whether the pace of change has not been imprudently fast. As soon as one
generation of systemsis successfully implanted and operating satisfactorily, it is swept away on
the tide of technical progress. Whether or not the computer industry can glean an adequate
reward from its investment in succeeding generations, few indeed are the users who can claim
to have doneso.

The third element in the modern information system is the agglomeration of devices known as
office machines ♥ including typewriters, copiers, printers, microfilm, paper storage systems,
etc. There is no single market for such products but rather an infinity of mini-markets, save in
one or two areas where a unique advantage has accrued to a single dominant supplier. Such
was the case of Xerox for manyyears as a result of its patents.

In so far as there is a particular dominantskill in the office machinery business, oneskill the
possession of which is vital to survival and success, it is the skill of selling to office managers.

The components of a modern business system are thus seen as the products of three very
different industries. This fact increases both the dramatic significance of convergence and the
scope of its impact, for the convergence of technologies is the process by which these three
industries are coming to depend upona single technology. They are becoming, toall intents
and purposes, three branches of a single industry. We can begin our analysis of convergence ♥
what it is and what it means ♥ in a relatively gross fashion with some very obvious examples.

During the first 80 years of the life of the telephone industry both local and central switching
were carried out by electro-mechanical means. Originally switching was accomplished manually,
with operators working the switchboard. After the invention by Strowger of the automatic
switchboard, subscriber dialling became possible. Acoustic signals travelling to the exchange
trigger off the mechanical relays to establish a physical path from the caller to the called. The
vast majority of the world☂s exchangesstill operate in this way. But as long ago as 1965 the
Bell Laboratories in☂ the USA produced the ESS Number 1, the world☂s first electronic
exchange. There are different types of electronic exchange and opinions vary about their
relative merits. But they all establish the caller-to-called connection by the use of computer-like
electronic circuitry. On one point all communications experts are agreed ♥ that the electro-
mechanical exchanges of the past are obsolete. The future lies with electronic (Stored Program
Control or SPC) switches.
It is interesting to note that the Committee set up in Britain to review the operations of the
Post Office visited some countries where SPC exchanges are already in use, such as the USA
and Japan. The Committee reported that these new exchanges had achieved ☜☁a formidable
list of plusses☂☝☝ including lower capital and maintenance costs and improved reliability. It is
also worth noting that so similar is the technology of the computer industry to that required
for the new communications world, that computer companies such as IBM and Nixdorf have



 

already diversified into the communications industry. We shall examinelater in this report the
significance of this diversification. Suffice it to note for the moment that the traditional
communications manufacturers expect ♥ and with good reason ♥ that some of their main
competitors in the future will be computer suppliers, whose diversification into telecom-
munications is a long-term and serious strategic move rather than just a flash in the pan.
Whatof the office machines market? A recent report of the Butler Cox Foundation (Report
Series No 4) has examined the changes occurring in the market for office products. In short
it is expected that such products will become more flexible in their uses and thus more
economically attractive. The report forecast, for example, that we should soon see the emer-
gence of a facsimile machine that also doubled as an office copier. As it happened, just such
a device was launched in the USA within a few weeks of the report☂s publication. Another
product which amplyillustrates the flexibility of the new rangeofoffice products is the non-impact printer. Some such devices print on paper by squirting droplets of ink on to the paper
surface. The shape of the character is formed byelectronically deflecting the droplets. The
importance of the ink-jet printer is that it can offer different type faces, upper and lowercase,and even varying scripts such as Arabic or Cyrillic ♥ all under program control. It is no longernecessary to have messy and inconvenient changes of the physical typeface. Once again, aswith the communications industry, we see how the commonfactor of programmable controlis of unique importancein the office machines industry.
When we speak of the convergence of technologies, therefore, we are really describing howthe technology of the computer industry ♥ silicon technology as opposed to copper wiretechnology ♥ is invading two other industries. Because the computer manufacturers have agreater knowledge of and experience in their own technology, they have at least aninitialadvantage in its exploitation. In the next part of this report we look at factors other thantechnology which will influence the future of computers, telecommunications and officeequipment.

C Convergence And The Market
We have just described how the underlying technology of the computer industry has begun toinvade the communications and office products industries. If this were the limit of the signifi-cance of convergence, however, we should be justified in regarding it as an interesting butrather limited development. It would be comparable to the use of micro-processorsin cars: asmotorists we are interested in the prospect of a better car, but we don☂t expect Texas orMotorola to provide the main competition for General Motorsin the future.

Convergence is a more serious proposition simply because it influences basically the structureof markets as well as their underlying technology. In order to illustrate this trend, let usexamine one particular market ♥ the European market for computerised private automaticbranch exchanges.
A few years ago IBM decided to establish a research project into the area of voice switching.This project produced an early model known as ☁Carnation☂. It subsequently led to

a

laterproduct known as the 2750 andlater still to today☂s product, the IBM 3750. The world☂scommunications firms responded for the most part with amused complacency to IBM'sintrusion into this product market. They felt that it would be extremely difficult ♥ or evenimpossible ♥ for IBM to learn the skills required to operate successfully in the area of voicetelephony.

They had two mainreasons for believing that |BM would be seriously handicapped.In thefirstplace the level of reliability required of a voice switch is very high indeed. Most computerinstallations can surviveif a processoris periodically out of service, provided that the engineer-ing support is good enough to get it back in service quite fast. But what happens when atelephone exchange is out of service? The effect on telephone usersis instantly disastrous.The second source of comfort to the traditional communications suppliers was that IBM would



find great difficulty in learning to negotiate with the telephone administrations of the world.
It is important to understand the role of the PTTsin this respect. Although in most countries
they do not choose totally to exclude private suppliers of exchanges from the network, the
PTTs can and do exercise the right to preserve ☁network integrity☂. This means that the PTT
will test any proposed exchange to check that it is not dangerous to engineers working on the
network, and to ensure that it does not interfere with the traffic of other network users.
Hidden beneath these apparently simple requirementsis a vast mass of minute technical detail,
large enough and complex enough to mean that even an experienced supplier would take a
year or more and spendperhapsa million dollars securing just one administration☂s blessing for
a new product. Could a computer manufacturer new to the communications business really
hope to muster the expertise and resources required to conduct such negotiations simul- _
taneously in a numberof selected launch markets? Most people doubted that even IBM could
do so.
To some extent IBM had outwitted its competitors by doing its homework before product
launch. For it had carried out a comprehensive, world-wide study of the operational require-
ments of every public switched network in existence ♥ a task of monumental size and
complexity. Thus the 3750 was pre-designed to operate anywhere in the world without
damage to networkintegrity.
In the event there werestill some nasty shocks in store. The networks of the world have not
been created instantaneously, but built up gradually over decades. There is not a telephone
network in the world which fully conforms to its own specification. Engineers working far
from headquarters introduce their own quirky innovations into the network. Decades later
the firm installing a computerised exchange (which of course conformsexactly to the official
specification) will have to learn to live with these quirks: IBM was no exception.
In the end the 3750 was successfully launched in most of the main European countries
including France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.Its sales
success has been modest, except in the United Kingdom. But the important point is that the
product was brought to the market with no greater fuss and bother than any experienced
supplier would expect to suffer. Moreover it has consistently won its sales successes in com-
petition with experienced communications suppliers, often because 1BM☂s delivery dates were
sooner and surer. Thus although no one could claim that IBM has made. a great financial
success of its entry into voice switching, and althoughits entry is so far limited to the field of
private switching as opposed to public main exchanges, the important result is that IBM has
become a communications companyas well as a computer company.It is probably the world☂s
first large company to have placed a bridge, albeit as yet a narrow and temporary one, across
the gulf between these two major markets. Later in this report we shall examine how IBM is
strengthening and widening that bridge, and howitis also buttressingits position in the office
products market.
One furtherillustration of the impact of convergence on the world markets for computers,
communications and office automation maybe useful at this point. At the second Management
Conference of the Butler Cox Foundation Dr. J. Evans of Standard Telephone Laboratories
spoke on the topic of Novel Optical Components and Systems (see the Transcript, November
1977). Dr. Evan☂s paper lists some major application areas for optical fibre communications
in the near future.

A fibre optic link is a length of very pure glass with a very low rate of signal attenuation. The
refractive index of the glass at the core is much higher than that of the glass at the surface, so
that any light in the fibre is reflected back to the core rather than dissipated to the outside
world. The optical link, a long thread of glass, is now capable of transmitting signals ♥ if only
they can beinserted in the ☁tube☂. The coding and insertion of the signal is in fact carried out
by meansofa tiny laser, whichis fabricated by a process of chemical deposition on a substrate.
Dr. Evans☂s transcript contains picturesillustrating the structure of the laser: in effectit is like



a multi-layered sandwich,eachlayerserving a specific purpose to generate or control thelasing
action.
Oncethelasing action has beenestablished,it can be electrically modulated to createthesignal.The modulated signals pass down the fibre at the speed of light, bouncing off the reflectivewalls of the fibre whenever they are in danger of escaping from the tube.
No one doubts that there is a huge future for optical fibre links. The capacity of such links,either for speech or data transmission, is theoretically far in excess of the capacity of copperwires. They also have the advantage of being made from an abundant material, while copperis scarce. From a market point of view the significant fact is that the exploitation of theoptical fibre has required the communication companies to plungeright into the silicon tech-nology which the computer companies pioneered. The fabrication of the laser in particulardepends upon methodsinitially developed for the production of magnetic storage media suchas tapes and discs.
The logical outcome of current trends is the emergence of a market not for computer, com-munications or office products per se ♥ but for information system components which exhibitthe facilities of all three. Increasingly the technology underlying all three kinds of productswill become common ♥ silicon-based, capital rather than labour intensive, highly dependentupon design skills and upon theability to assess very different markets. The new marketwillexpose all suppliers to the need to satisfy the requirements of the end user, where some havepreviously been concerned only with selling to PTTs. As one manager recently remarked, ☜Weare all systems houses now.☝In the next section ofthis report we consider the impact of thesechanges uponthe suppliers, in preparation to assess the position of the end user.  

 



Il. THE IMPACT ON THE SUPPLIERS

A IBM
|f IBM is taken as the first and foremost example of a computer supplier reacting to the con-
vergence of technologies, and if it receives lengthier discussion here than any other, the reader
should not assumeanybias for or against that company. The Butler Cox Foundation maintains
strict impartiality towards all suppliers. The fact is that IBM has reacted faster and to more
effect than any other company to date, perhaps just because it has the resources to do what
others only plan.

In the first part of this report we have already seen how IBM enteredthefield of voice switch-
ing with its Carnation project, embarking upon the line of development whichlater led to the
3750. Shortly we shall attempt to fit into place some other pieces of the jigsaw that is |BM☂s
strategic response to convergence. But first there are some further points arising from. the saga
of the 3750.
As already mentioned, the sales success of the 3750 has been somewhatlimited. We estimate
that some 300 switches have beeninstalled in Europe. The 3750 has neverbeen released in the
USA, which appears to reflect some doubts about its price-competitiveness against other
American products (see for example the Transcript of the first Butler Cox Foundation Manage-
ment Conference, May 1977, p.25 f.) There is, however, a puzzle here. Despite its modest sales
performance the 3750 is treated by IBM very muchas a flagship product. The large blue
vehicles which transport the demonstration models are present, it seems, at every major
European fair or conference. The marketing investment in the product appears to be enormous.
In addition to the local marketing forces in the various countries where the 3750is sold, there
are national support forces stationed at La Gaude to handle the spectacular sales presentations
mounted there for prospects whoare flownin byprivatejet.
In view of the limited sales success of the product, how can one understandthe very consider-
able prestige attached to the 3750? And howinterpret the persistent rumourcirculating in
the second half of 1977 that theproposed successor to the 3750 ♥ the 4750 ♥ has now been
cancelled?

Both questions are answerable only in terms of the convergence of technologies. The 3750 is a
product of enormousstrategic significance to IBM not because of its sales record but on
accountofits position in |BM☂s total product range, and because of the likely configuration of
future office systems. The office terminals of the near-term future will be flexible devices with
a range of facilities for the user ♥ including text editing, data communication, voice telephony
and ultimately graphics too (see Report Series No 4). The logic behind such devices is not
merely technical but predominantly economic: the specialised, single-purpose devices of the
past are simply too expensive, cost per function, to survive in competition with moreflexible
devices. Hence in the future the market for office products will centre around the so-called
☁multi-function workstation☂.
Such devices are now beginning to emerge from the research laboratories and find their way
into manufacturers☂ catalogues. The facsimile/copier mentioned in Section | is a case in point.
The fundamental feature of such devices is that, being capable of various functions, theywill
generate various kinds of traffic over the communications network of the host company. They



will produce voice, data, text and graphic signals. Even if this varying pattern of traffic is not
handled by a wholly integrated network, which may be open to doubt, there remains a power-
ful argument in favour of acommonsystem of wiring forall traffic passing between the multi-
function termina! and the local controlling network node. If this argument prevails, thenit is
clearly of paramount importance for the terminal supplier also to be the supplier of the net-
work node. Otherwise he risks having standards set for him in such areasas signalling, protocols
and message formats which he mustslavishly copy.
To this extent the local switch is the master componentand the workstation theslave.It is for
this reason that IBM has worked so hard and spent so much ♥ and for a company so wedded
to the philosophy of backing winning products and killing losers, the effort commands
attention ♥ in establishing the 3750 as a pace-setter. The purpose of the exercise is to acquire
expertise and reputation as a company able to support integrated voice and data switching.
How fast and how fully this aim can be advanced depends upon many factors. Some of the
factors are outside IBM's control, such as the outcome of various regulatory and legal battles
in the USA. Werevert to some of these questions in Section IV of this report.

We must now considerthe situation which arises if indeed the 3750is the last voice switch tobe designed and managed by La Gaude. The inescapable conclusion seems to be that IBM isplanning the introduction of a switch capable of being sold worldwide rather than just inEurope. Such a switch would have to be price-competitive with current and future USofferings. Presumably it would benefit greatly from both the survey of world networksconducted before the 3750 launch, and from the expertise since gained in areas such asnegotiations with the PTTs, and co-existing with the quirks of the public switched networksof the world. If past experience is any guide, the announcementof such a worldwide voice anddata switching device may be expected shortly.
in order to understand |BM☂s posture in the era of convergence, it must also be appreciatedthat private switching is far from the whole of the company☂s ambitions in telecommuni-cations. Another major plank in its strategy is its entry, in July 1975, into the business oflaunching and operating commercial satellites. In order to do this, IBM has banded togetherwith a communications company and an insurance firm, with whom it took overa satelliteoperator called CML and renamed it Satellite Business Systems Inc. SBS has recentlyannounced its plans to provide a trial service for a number of American companies. Theservices will permit both voice and data communication butwill be limited to domestic trafficas opposedto international.

The significance of SBS in global terms is hard to evaluate. In some wayssatellites are the mostrevolutionary development in the whole of modern communications, since they provide forthe first time a channel of communication where the cost is totally independent of thedistance between the sender and the recipient. Once

a

satellite is parked in a geosynchronousorbit, it is just as cheap to send a message from London to New York as from Londonto Paris.The bandwidth whichis effectively available from a satellite can now also be greatly increasedby means of a technique known as Demand Assigned Multiple Access or DAMA. Many sub-scribers can share the samesatellite: the ground station in effect ☁shouts☂ to the satellite whena subscriber needs a telephonecircuit or a broad band data circuit. The required bandwidthisassigned for just as long as the subscriber requiresit.
Some of the limitations from whichsatellites are alleged to suffer do not stand up to muchexamination. A great deal has been written, for example, about the liability of satellitechannels to be disrupted by bad weather.It is true that certain weather conditions can disruptsatellite connections. But exemination of the actual operating records shows that the conse-quent loss of service is less serious than that for mostterrestrial links. Moreover, unlike theperils that afflict subterranean or submarine terrestrial links, bad weather conditions arepredictable (thanksto satellites!) so that the same loss of serviceis less inconvenient whensatellites are used, since standbyterrestrial links can be arrangedin time.  
  



The greatest limitation on satellite usage is, objectively, nothing to do with the weather.It is
the fact that only so manysatellites can be used simultaneously beforeall the available band-
width is used up. In other wordsit is the same limitation which restricts the numberof radio
or TV stations a country can have. Within this limitation it is likely that satellite communi-
cation will increase for purely economic reasons. It may be useful toillustrate the scale of
these economic advantages with an example.
If a number of European companies were to band together (as IBM andits partners have done)
and could gain permission to operatea satellite service linking fifty of their own offices within
the EEC they could provide themselves with a very efficient service. Let us assume that they
were not permitted to offer a service to any outside party. On current costs and making very
pessimistic assumptions about utilisation, they would still gain a very economic service. The
basic unit of charge by the United Kingdom Post Office is three pence. This unit buys a caller,
as an example, approximately five seconds of connect time to the German Federal Republic at
standard rate and someeight seconds during the off-peak night session. (These are, incidentally,
among the cheapest international tariffs in Europe. The reverse call is much dearer). But the
satellite system described above would give over 300 seconds of connect time for the same
price at any time of day ornight.
These figures are even more remarkable if one reflects that they are based on current daycosts.
Yet the economicsof satellites are due in the next few years for a further and very substantial
improvement. The present technology requires us to destroy the satellite launcher in space
whenthesatellite has been parkedin its orbit. Imagine what the economicsof voice switching
would look like if, every time an exchange was delivered to a site, we blew upthe truck that
delivered it! As the trials of the space shuttle progress, so we are nearing the day when the
launch vehicle will park the satellite and return to earth.
In order to exploit to the full the expertise it will gain through SBS on a worldwidescale, IBM
would have to secure permission from the PTTs of the world to operate either domestic
services or international links or both. At first sight this seems vastly improbable, since it
involves the abandonment of the PTT monopoly in public transmission. But just as the tele-
communications companies seriously underestimated IBM☂s ability to negotiate with the PTTs
about the 3750, so we should be careful not to assumetoo glibly that IBM cannotat least dent
this monopoly.

Yet even if IBM fails to become a commoncarrierit canstill benefit greatly from the growth
of satellite communications. PTTs will doubtless provide satellite channels more widely in the
future than they do today, in response to the economic pressures described above. This will
lead to a demand for on-site ground stations amongthelarger users. It is confidently to be
expected that IBM will wish to be active in the business of building and supplying ground
stations, either direct to the.end-user or via the PTTs ♥ as local regulatory circumstances
permit.
The final weapon in IBM's arsenal, whichit is mobilising to deal with the problems and oppor-
tunities of convergence, is its growing range of office equipment. The companyisalready well-
established in this market, with its substantial lines of electric typewriters and office copiers.
More recent additions to the product range include the ink-jet printer already mentioned in
this report as well as display-screen word processing systems. These products are very impor-
tant because they offer the chance for very imaginative combinations, under the control of the
mainframe computer or the voice and data switch. The word processing system linked to the
3750, for example,gives the prospectof electronic mail in-house for the large user.
It seems clear that IBM☂s corporate strategy, whatever the details of interpretation may be,is
to ride the crest of the convergence wave into a new and even moreall-pervasive future. The
company would like to be able to say (at least to its largest customers) that it can meetall
their needs for information handling, whether these manifest themselves in the area of voice,
data, text or image. It would not be inappropriate to substitute for International Business
Machines the new nameofthe International Information Company. The main obstacles to the



achievement of this aim do not appear to lie in any weakness within IBM or any strength
within its competitors. The company appears to have the products, the skills, the manpower,
the strategic grasp, the tactical nous and the cash to make such an ambition eminently realis-
able. If it fails in its aim it will almost certainly not be becauseit loses out to its competitors:
few have a strategy as clear and coherent as IBM☂s seems to be. Some havescarcely addressed
themselvesat all to the problems of convergence.

The main obstacle confronting IBM is the difficulty of securing approval for their services as
they are framed in different countries of the world. Will the PTTs and the other regulatory
bodies of the world allow them to innovate as they wish in the areas affected by convergence?
IBM has someideasofits own.

☜It is in the innovation of the new services we have discussed that | feel the private sector
has the greatest and mosteffective role to play. Equally | do not feel this should be in any
way exclusive, since | should like to see the Post Office given equal opportunity to marketits own innovative ideas. It is here that the fundamental reasoning for the separation of the
management of the network and its use... . can best be appreciated (our italics). Such amixed environment would be rather new to the UK and the boundary between the twosectors will require most inspired and enlightened management.
For the private sector | would argue that it has demonstratedits skills in creating newservices and facilities for industry and the growth of our ownsector of data processingisprobably one of the most dramatic examples of the development of a new enterprise inhistory. Furthermore, | think the private sector has greater flexibility in its ability to seek,attract and use risk capital. Finally, it is able to attract, motivate and hold the entrepren-eurial talents so vital in the creation of any new industry. Thisis particularly importantinthe task of combining the resources and energies of the two important industries ofcommunications and computing (our italics) to the better service of commerce andindustry generally and the greater prosperity of the community.☝

This passage is taken from the evidence presented by IBM to the Committee set up to reporton the UK Post Office (Cmnd 6954, p. 426 f.) It is perhaps theclearest public statement evermade of IBM's intentions in respect of the convergence of technologies, which IBM defines as☁combining the resources and energies of the two important industries of communications andcomputing☂. It is also a clear indication of the approach, constructive, low-key, socially creativewhich IBM intends to adopt (at least in one country and perhaps elsewhere) towards attainingits ambitions without a head-on clash with the local PTT. The approach is astute in terms offurthering 1BM☂s ambitions. It has the additional merits of being extremely practical andforward-looking.

B Other Computer Suppliers
The convergence of technologies, with the imminent merger of three large and importantindustries into a single industry, has evoked from IBM the strategic response outlined in the
earlier parts of this report. It is now time to ask what response the same circumstances haveevoked from the world☂s other computersuppliers, who between them share some 30 to 40per cent of the world market. At first sight the answer may seem very obvious ♥ that few of theother companies have evinced any awareness at all of the new situation in which they findthemselves. Closer examination will tend to confirm this view with one important proviso. Forin fact most of the other companiesare struggling to organise their policies in an area which ismore short-term and immediate, namely the area of data communications pure and simple.
It may be helpful to explain in general terms what the problems of data communicationsare,and how they are currently being tackled. In this way it will be easier to understand thePresent positions of the computer suppliers, and how their strategic aims are conditioned bytactical constraints.

  



In some ways data communicationis a trivial problem.If one looks for example at the revenuesof the United Kingdom Post Office in 1976 (the latest year for which figuresare available) onefinds that the Post Office☂s DATEL or data communication services generated only £20m.ofrevenue. Other telecommunication services including Telex generated a total of £1,820m.Moreover although data communication revenue grew by some 53 per cent between 1975 and1976, the corresponding rate of increase for other revenue was over 59 per cent. As a propor-tion of total Post Office revenue, DATEL actually declined in 1976. There is, however, moreto this picture than meets the eye. For it is the volume of investment made by the user inservices dependant upon DATEL thatreally counts, and here the Post Office estimates thatover £1,800m. worth of data processing equipment is connected to the DATEL network. Inaddition it has been estimated that the application software developed by these users to run ontheir DATEL-connected systems represents an investment of around £1,000m. Thus DATEL,though a poor revenue-earner for the Post Office, is a vital link to support a business invest-ment of close on three billion pounds. Although Britain, with 65,000 of Europe☂s 208,000data connections as at the end of 1976, is probably Europe☂s most intensive user of datacommunications, the overall European position is probably fairly consistent ♥ the importance
of data communications lying in the volume of investmentit supports. Andsince every single
country in Europe except Finland has a higher anticipated rate of growth in data connectionsup to 1980 than Britain, the scale of the problem will certainly increase.
Now the computer manufacturers are aware that as the volume of investment supported by
data communication services grows, so the pressure of public demand for improvedservices
increases. The traditional means of providing a data communicationservice is to take a normal
telephone line (or where necessary a line of greater speed) and to give the user a number of
devices for converting the digital signals of the computer into the analogue signals of the
telephone line and vice versa. The lines themselves may be either permanently leased to the
user or simply dialled by him as and when he needs them.
In recent years, however, a solution has been soughtto all the many problemsthat arise from
providing data communication services in this way. Users often wish to connect terminals or
computers of different types, speeds or makes. As volumesoftraffic grow they wish to replace
slower devices with faster. Some of the problems of interworking betweendifferent devices are
examined in more detail in the Butler Cox Foundation Report Series No 3 on the subject of
terminal compatibility. In order to respond to these needs the PTTs and standards authorities
of the world have rapidly and moreorless decisively opted for an alternative technology to the
old-fashioned point-to-point connection. It is known as packet switching, and a brief explan-
ation ofit follows.
A packetis a kind of logical envelope that can be mailed through a computer networkjust as
a letter is mailed through the physical system of postboxes, sorting offices and delivery vans ♥
though rather faster. Like a physical envelope, a packet has a destination address as well as the
sender☂s name and address, and a numberof other coded items which help to guide it through
the system and to ensure that no informationis lost or gained en route. The intermediate com-
puters between the source and destination examine each packet they receive and send each on
its way.
During the past decade, packet switching has caught onin a big way. Originally the system was
designed for military use, the idea being to provide continuing service on the surviving com-
puters in a network that had been partially destroyed by nuclear weapons. Since the date of
this apocalyptic vision, a number of packet switched networks have been devised to cope with
more banal forms of unreliability. The most celebrated such network is the ARPANETin the
USA, which links a number of computers in universities and other research institutions.

One of the major international standards-making bodies in the field of communicationsis the
International Consultative Committee for Telephones and Telegraphs (CCITT). The Committee
has recognised the possible advantages of packet switching and has published an international
draft standard known as Recommendation X.25. A further important step is that several
countries (including the Big Three of telecommunications, Canada, Japan and the USA) have
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adopted this standard as the basis of their future networks. Moreover the European Commun-
ity has made the same decision about its own major network, EURONET.

In order to grasp the significance of packet switching andits likely impact over the next five
years, it is only necessary to tabulate the plans of the telephone administrations and authorised
carriers of the world for its adoption:

COUNTRY NETWORK DATE OF SERVICE
Belgium 1980
Canada DATAPAC 1977

INFOSWITCH 1978
Denmark 1980
EEG EURONET 1978
FDR 1979
France TRANSPAC 1978
Italy 1980 orlater
Japan DDX2 1979
Netherlands DNI 1979
Norway 1980
Spain RETD 1973
Sweden 1980 orlater
Switzerland 1978
USA TELENET 1975

TYMNET 1969
Source: CEPT

In the United Kingdom nofirm plans have yet been announced for a public packet switched
data network. In April 1977 an experimental system was launched with centres in London,
Manchester and Glasgow. Because it predates the CCITT standard, this experimental service
is not designed on the basis of X.25. In order to obtain expert advice on thesituation, the
British government set up a National Committee on Computer Networks with a small per-
manentsecretariat and a highly distinguished and knowledgeable membership. Although the
work of the Committee in fact-gathering is still in progress, in November 1977 it published an
interim report. The report shows that the Committee☂s final recommendations will almost
certainly entail the creation of a national packet switched data network.

The current situation in respect of packet switching poses two serious questions for the com-
puter manufacturers. One is short term and the other long term. In order to understand theapparent lack of response to the convergence of technologies on the part of the computerfirms, it is vitally necessary to understand these questions. Both havecrucial ramifications for
the future of the computerindustry.

Let us first examine the short term problem. By 1980, as the table shows, there may be asmany as sixteen public packet switched data networks in operation in the world. If the UKfollows suit, the total will be seventeen. Other nations will doubtless scramble aboard the
packet switch band wagon as time goes on. If, too, all these networks are based upon theinternational X.25 standard, then many of the problemsofinternational data communicationwill also be eased. Now the provision of basic data communication services, in the currentlimited state of the art, represents virtually the whole of the computer suppliers☂ market inthe telecommunications business. The crucial question in the short term is therefore howsuccessful these systems will be in absorbing the business of the ordinary computeruser.
There are two extreme views. Thefirst is that the PTTs will make a public monopoly ofdatacommunications and simply destroy a substantial chunk of the suppliers☂ business. The PTTswould argue that the provision of a public service makes it unnecessary for private networksto be established and would phase out the provision of the private leased lines upon which   



such networks depend. Alternatively they might price such links out of existence. Moreover
they would argue that, since many of the public data bases now being established in Europe
are packet switched (e.g. Euronet) the existence of a public packet switched service is an
essential gateway to these facilities. Such a future would hold grave risks for the world☂s
computer suppliers. The development and marketing costs of data processing devices are high.
If there is a single world-wide standard interface (X.25) and a single packet format to observe,
customerfidelity is much reduced because changing devices would become so mucheasier.
How would the suppliers have any certainty of a reasonable productlife?

The second extreme view is based upon a more jaundiced appraisal of packet switching and a
more cautious assessment of the ability of the PTTs to meet customers☂ needs. This alternative
but equally extreme scenario runs as follows: the PTTs will provide customers witha flexible
inter-connection facility based on X.25, a complex and costly facility based on a technique
devised for military and research applications. Such a service is wholly unsuited to the com-
mercial computer user, most of whosetraffic is from site to site within his own organisation.
He simply doesn☂t need anything as complicated and expensive as packet switching, because he
can control the rate of change on his ownsites. To maintain order in communication between
his own sites he needs a basic network operating system that the computer supplier can give
him, exploiting the features of his particular network. He will change his network in a planned
way over time. He doesn☂t want to spend a fortuneto insure his network against nuclear attack.
According to this view, the customers will vote with their feet. They will not use the packet
switched data networks. The PTTs will be obliged to continue the provision of leased lines for
private networks and the packet switched data networkswill be gently run down.
This is the short term predicament facing the computer suppliers. They have an existing invest-
ment in the kind of system the second scenario favours, the limited and device-oriented
network control system. Should they increase that investment in the expectation that a
substantial part of their market will remain intact? Or should they be planning how to survive
in a world dominated by X.25 andits historic developments?
In time the advent of public digital networks for voice communication (such as the UK☂s
System X) will render all such debates obsolete, as fast circuit-switched channels become
available for all kinds of traffic. But this will not be the case until the late 1980s or early 1990s.
What happensin the meantime?
IBM has already madeits short term choice, as can be seen from the waythatit plans for the
X.25 standard to work alongside its own system ♥ Systems Network Architecture or SNA.
One of the important features of a packet switched network is knownas ☁flow control☂. This
feature is designed to ensure that, in addition to individual packets being properly secured, the
overall flow of packages is correctly handled. Thus if a particular transmission from A to B
consists of ten packets, flow control will check that they are assembled in the right order at
their destination. This feature is one of the complexities for which the user pays an extra
premium in a packet switched network.
Under SNA however the X.25 commands are intercepted by IBM☂s own software and are
partially stifled. One IBM user can call another across the proposed public X.25 network,
but he cannot use the full features of the system. Thus although IBM can be said to support
X.25, it prefers to keep it in a role subordinate to its own system. This may suggest that IBM
regards the second of the two short term scenarios as the more probable.
The longer term question facing the computer suppliers now demandsourattention. We have
already seen in earlier sections of this report that the future of office systems will lie with
devices capable of more than a single function, leading to the multi-function workstation.
This developmentleadsin turn to the generation of mixed traffic loads on the lines connecting
the terminal to its local network controller. Such traffic may ultimately include voice, data,
text and imagesignals. If this is an accurate assessment of the future trend in office equipment
(and it rests more heavily upon an economic appraisal of the needs ofthe user than upon mere
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technical forecasting), then is there not a case for a unified public switched network rather
than a separate public data network? Such considerations create a degree of uncertainty in the
minds of the computer suppliers about the wisdom of longer term investments, in addition to
those provoked by the imminence but possible impermance of packet switched networks.

Whatever the underlying causes of their uncertainty ♥ and as we have seen there are validquestions as yet unanswered ♥ there can be no doubt that most computer manufacturersarebeginning to suffer material damage as a result of their inability to come to grips with theproblems and opportunities created by convergence. Even a cursory inspection of the customerlist for the IBM 3750 private branch exchange shows that many organisations who have neverbeen users of IBM☂s mainframe computers have boughtthe switch. It will doubtless provideadequate or even excellent service in an area whichis highly visible to the non-technicalmanager, his ability to make or take a telephonecall with speed and efficiency. The 3750 hasbeen described as IBM☂s Trojan horse, because it has gained them access to customers whowere not open to a morefrontal approach such as mainframe computers. The companycan berelied upon to deploy its customary standard ofsales skill in attempts to widen the breachithas created.

Probably the most important adjustment that most computer suppliers need to make in thelight of convergenceis oneof attitude, pure and simple. There is a tendency, natural enough inthe past, for computer suppliers to regard the central processoras the nucleusof a company☂sinformation system. All other devices, including storage media, printers and the end-users☂terminals, are defined in relation to the central processor. Ask most computer manufacturersto draw a map of the universe and they will place the processorat its centre. To them a voiceswitch (even if it also has capabilities for switching data) is just another peripheral devicewhich may require time and attention from the central processor.
In fact, however, the system design criteria of the future will be very different. The advent ofdistributed processing will in any case destroy the conceptofintelligence as a solely centralisedresource. Processor power will be much more widely scattered over the network as a whole. In
addition, however, as applications such as communicating word processing, electronic mail andelectronic funds transfer become more widespread, the critical ability of the system changes.The one vital question which users will ask is this: can the system provide me, rapidly andeffectively and at a price | can afford, with a communication channel to the resource | want tocontact capable of handling the traffic | plan to generate? To this extent the systemsof thenext decade are much more dependant on switching than on any other function. The oldcomputer-centric vision of the world is wholly irrelevant to this new perspective, and indeedispositively inimical to its proper comprehension.
As ever, the conceptual revolution is the hardest to assimilate. When Copernicus published the☜De Revolutionibus☝ in 1543, arguing that the earth revolved about the sun rather than thereverse, the Ptolemaic astronomy was dead and buried. But it must have required an enormousintellectual effort on the part of Copernicus☂s contemporaries to grasp the implications of thetheory.

Unhappily today most computer suppliers seem unable to grasp the reality of convergenceas a concept. \BM stands out as the only company to have a clearly perceptible strategy,although that strategy may have certain weaknesses.
C Communications Companies
Any attemptto assess the impact of the convergence of technologies on the classical communi-cations industry must also take account of the other major changes whichare occurring in theindustry. For however rapid the pace of change in the computerindustry, it is probably truethat changesin the telecommunications industry are even more rapid.
Looking at the general economic situation of the industry, it is immediately obvious that
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serious problems exist. The industry has been called upon to deal with extremely violent
fluctuations in demand.In the late 1960s, for example, many of the world☂s PTTs were order-
ing new plant and equipment almost as fast as the industry was able to produceit. Almostall
of this equipment was of the old-fashioned electromechanical variety, which is highly labour
intensive to produce and to maintain. The purpose of this rapid expansion in public network
capacity was simply to keep pace with the growing demand for telephoneservice generated by
the worldwide economic expansion of the 1960s.
The communications companies thus entered the 1970s suffering from what would later be
seen as certain major strategic weaknesses. Because they had maintained full order booksas a
direct result of large public expenditures, without the requirement to undertake any extensive
marketing or sales activities of their own, their skills in this direction had become somewhat
atrophied. Because the products they were making were based almost wholly on existing tech-
nology, there had beenlittle incentive to carry out systematic research into new technologies.
And because the demand for those products appeared almost inexhaustible, as telephone
penetration and usage organically grew, there was little incentive to look at the reduced
manninglevels which newer technologies had already madepossible.
The world economic recession triggered off by the energy crisis in 1973 thus found the tele-
communications industry in Europe ina very difficult position. As public expenditure in most
countries was cut back, the industry wasleft with excess capacity to addtoits other problems.
In order to understand these problemsit is necessary to examinein outline the main develop-
ments in telecommunications in North America during the past decade, for it is these develop-
ments which have shaped the strategic environment within which European companies must
operate today.
Any survey of the American telecommunications industry must take as its start point the
working group set up in the late 1960s by the then President Richard Nixon. Thefindings of
this group and subsequentlegislation based upon them have substantially altered the face of
the American communications industry and thereby created a new worldwide environment.

Forall practical purposes the dominant force in North American telecommunications has been
a single company ♥ AT&T. The Bell System, the various Bell operating companies and the
manufacturing subsidiary Western Electric are all dominant forces in their respective sectors.
Only by operating as multi-national companies in the markets of the world have other
American companies been able to prosper in the shadowofBell.
An obvious question for President Nixon☂s task force was the extent to which the monopoly
position of AT&T wasin the interests of the American consumer. It was not, of course, the
first time this question had been asked; indeed AT&T has been the subject of numerousanti-
trust actions over the years. The working group expressed its findings in a very forthright
manner:-

"\Ne are guided by the basic premise underlying the law and policy affecting industry and
commerce, that unless clearly inimical to the public interest free market competition
affords the most reliable incentives for innovation, cost reduction and efficient resource
allocation. Hence, competition should be the rule in telecommunications and monopoly
the exception.☝

Two major policy innovations stemmed from the application of this underlying premise. The
first, known as the ☁foreign attachments☂ ruling, was also reflected in the famous Carterfone
decision. In brief the new policy implied that provided a standard interface adaptor was used
to connect a device to the public network, subscribers had the right to attach their own equip-
ment. The role of the commoncarrieris seen as bringing the network to the subscriber's door.
What happenson the otherside of the dooris the subscriber's business.

It is important to understand the difference between the post-Carterfone position in the USA
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and that which now prevails in most European countries. The following summary of the
position now in the USA and in Europe is taken from the evidence submitted by the Tele-
communication Engineering & Manufacturing Association (TEMA) to the Post Office Review
Committee in 1977.
In the USA the governmental authority is the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). A
number of major companies such as Bell and GT&E together with a large numberof small
independent companies have been granted monopoly powers to provide public exchange
services in specific geographic areas. Since 1968 the subscribers☂ systems market has been
completely liberalised. Any private contractor is allowed withoutlicense to provide Key, Call-
Director and PABX systems for sale, lease or rent. Residential telephone services remain a
monopoly of the local Carrier. After-sales maintenance of all the free market products as well
as associated extension station line-wiring and equipment can be provided by any kind of
private contracting company. The TEMA evidence goes on to mention ten other countries
with similarly liberal policies, and goes on to cite many claimed advantages forliberalisation
not only to the subscriber but also to the carrier in the form of increased traffic.
In sharp contrast the TEMA evidence summarises the position in Western Europe generally
and certainly in its major nations. The following table illustrates the differences:-
Supply of PABXs in the EEC
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Belgium A ic D £

Denmark B Cc Ee G Must be Crossbar

Eire A D F

France A D a a
W.Germany A I: D F orG

Holland Complete Monopoly

Italy A D EB

Luxembourg A D iF

UK B Cc E G Only 50lines and upwards.
Associated telephones and
linewiring provided by BPO.

Key: A. Equipmentrentedorsold by private contractor
B. Equipmentsold by private contractor
C. Private contractor has to be authorised
D. Equipment must be approved
E. Equipment must be of approved design
F. Equipment maintained by supplier
G. Equipment maintained by authority
H. Local manufacture or assembly required

Source: Appendix to the Report of the Post Office Review Committee, Cmnd 6954November 1977. i
It is not the purpose of this report to argue the case for or against a changein the practicesgoverning attachments to the public switched networks in Europe. That argument, thoughindeed fascinating and important, is not germane to the subject of convergence.It is, however,
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relevant to emphasise the difference in outlook and experience which the different environ-
ment of the USA has engendered in its telecommunication suppliers, as compared with their
European counterparts. For the best part of a decade the US suppliers have been accustomed
to operate in a free market, bringing their products to fruition as fast as they are able, analys-
ing and assessing the needs not of the large monopoly purchaser such as the PTTs but of the
manager who has a problem to solve, and fighting to cut their production and labour costs
to competitive levels.
Even without any changesin the regulatory structure in Europe, the skills which the American
companies have evolved in response to a free market are exceptionally valuable. As the con-
vergence of technologies drags the communication companies into competition with IBM, so
their need for skills in fast product development, market analysis and cost reduction become
more urgent. That European companies recognise this need, and accept that for the moment
the American environment has served better to train its suppliers for the new markets,is clear
enough. Two of Europe☂s best established communications companies have signalled their
acceptance of these facts oflife by acquiring the rights to adapt and market North American
products in Europe.

The above paragraphs were intended to highlight the effect of the foreign attachmentsruling,
in preparing American companies for the future markets. But this was only one of the two
major policy changes that stemmed from the findings of President Nixon☂s study group. The
second related to communication satellites, where a similarly competitive situation was
encouraged. This decision, as we have already seen, has opened the doorfor IBM to enter the
field through the medium ofSatellite Business SystemsInc.

Summarising the position of the European telecommunications suppliers, we see that they
currently have serious problems to grapple with. They are facing a revolution in their own
business as stored program control exchanges,digital transmission of voice telephony, new
transmission media suchassatellites and optical fibres and new public services such as View-
data clamourfor their time, attention and investment. They are also facing a difficult period
of transition in terms of the cost structure of their industry. The man-hoursperline required
to build an old-fashioned step by step exchange were 25: the corresponding figure for a
modern SPC exchange is 3. Even with an increase in total sales volumesit is inevitable that
there will be painful surpluses of labour in the industry as the old technology gives way to the
new. And in addition to all this, the convergence of technologies is opening up new com-
petitive challenges which they must also face.
Undoubtedly the communication companies will continue to overcome their problems and to
prosper. From a strategic European point of view, it is inconceivable that they would not be
permitted to do so. Yet it is as well to recognise that the management skills they require over
the next decade are of an exceptionally high order, and that they have

a

right to ask the co-
operation of the European PTTs and supra-national bodies while they are resolving their
problems.

D Other Entrants
The computer companies and the traditional telecommunications companies are not the only
contenders in the race to benefit from convergence, though at the moment they occupy the
best positions on the track. Some of them are privately worried by what is knownasthe ☁Swiss
watch☂ syndrome. It has been argued that when a radically new technologyarises, it is new
firms rather than the established leaders in the old technology whoare best placed to exploit
it. The old leaders are blinkered by their adherence to obsolete technology andfail to grasp the
significance of the new. The /ocus classicus of this syndrome,as its name implies, is the failure
of the Swiss watchmakers to adapt to the advent of the digital watch. Perhaps in the same way
there are dark horses waiting to-exploit convergence. Perhaps a decade from now some of the
leading companies in the market will be firms we do not presently recognise as contenders.
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It is as yet too early to pinpoint particular firms with the potential to make a serious impactin
the market. From technical point of view there are some whose namesspring to mind.In the
USA a tiny company named Rolm has produced an advanced private exchange which is now
being marketed in Europe. Two other US switch manufacturers whoare not yet widely known
in Europe, Wescom and Danray, have also produced computerised branch exchanges withexceptionally interesting capabilities. Report number 3 in the Butler Cox Foundationserieshighlights (p. 18 f.) two important attempts to achieve better interworking through terminalcompatibility: one is from the Norwegian company Kongsberg and the other from Megadata inthe USA. So there is no lack of smaller companies bringing off interesting developments inareas on the margin of convergence. What we cannotyettell is whether any of them has themarketing flair, global ambition and negotiating skill to make more than a marginal impact.
A further category of possible entrants is the component suppliers. One of the main un-answered questions in the computer industry today is the possible future impactof verticalintegration. The component manufacturers can now put very considerable computing poweron a single chip. Traditionally they have been content to act as component suppliers to thecomputer manufacturers. But in the future will they see themselves as competitors? They afterall have taken on the main burden ofsecuring reliability and good yields in the batch fabri-cation of computers. They may feel that they are entitled to a bigger share of the cake.
It is instructive to look at what happened in the electronic calculator industry between 1966and 1974. In 1966 the market for calculators in the USA, for example, was the preserve of theAmerican suppliers. Four years later a remarkable change had occurred. The Japanese share ofthis market had risen to 40 per cent by value, an export market worth $90m.to Japan. In 1971Japan☂s share of the US market hadrisen further to 60 per cent by volume and 45 per cent byvalue. But by 1974 a further change had occurred. Although the total US calculator markethad risen by 235 per cent between 1970 and 1974 the Japanese share had dropped from 40per cent by value to only 21 per cent. American suppliers had fought back to regain a marketwhich might have lookedlost forever.
One of the main reasons for this reversal was the entry into the market in 1972 of the com-ponent suppliers such as Texas Instruments, Rockwell and National Semiconductor. They hadthe advantage of acquiring components for calculator assembly at a price no other supplierscould match.

As the process of convergence advances and the spread of convergence silicon technologywidens, the same firms will doubtless be tempted to apply their advantage in other productmarkets.
Probably the mostlikely strategic route to the applications of the future, where voice, data,text and graphics processing are under the control of a single operating system, is the routethat passes via communicating word processors. It is worth while to explain this applicationarea, in view of its probable future importance.

Modern word processing systems provide a display screen, a keyboard, a printer, a memorysystem and a processor. The users compose their text via the keyboard on to the displayscreen. Only whentheyarefully satisfied with the accuracy and layout of the text do theyorder the system to print their text. The text can also be stored in the memory system, themost common medium being the diskette. Standard letters to be sent to manyrecipients canthus be automatically run off from a name/address file, each one being a top copy.Alter-natively the text of a long documentcan be stored and successive drafts produced automatic-ally, only the changed portions requiring to be re-typed (see the Butler Cox FoundationReport Series No 2).
The main purpose of word Processorsis to increase the productivity of secretaries and typists.This is the basis upon which the equipmentis sold. It is, however, obvious that as such devicesbecome commonplace they can serve an additional function. In large organisations a substantial
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proportion of the total mail handled by the clerical staff is internal, generated in other offices
of the same company. A great deal of time, cost and effort can be saved if word processing
machines are linked via a switching system. Messages travelling from one part of the organis-
ation to another can appear as text on the screen rather than as hard copy. The problems of
setting up electronic mail systems between senders andrecipients in different organisations are
more complex and depend heavily upon the agreement of the PTT. Butthereis little doubt
that such services point the way ahead to the office technology of tomorrow.
The report cited above tabulates (pp.19 and 20) the main features of fifteen products from the
leading suppliers of text processing equipment. Among the large companies which have active
subsidiaries or divisions at work and which also have sufficient marketing and investment
capacity to make an impact are IBM, Exxon, Xerox and Texas Instruments. No single com-
pany yet has a decisive lead in the market.
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Ill. THE IMPACT ON THE USER OF SYSTEMS

A_ Systems Of The Future
In this section we turn to the impact of convergence on the user of systems. An overall pictureis given here, and some of the main policy questions are raised. In Section V we offer someshort guidelines corresponding to the policy questions.
The dominant factor governing the design of systems in the past has been the relatively highcost of hardware. When the computerandits associated peripherals represented around 60 percent of the data processing budget, it was natural for systems to be designed in a computer-centric fashion. The touchstone for economic effectiveness was to achieve a highrate ofutilis-ation of the expensive capital asset. For this reason systems were designed aroundtheimplicitassumption that people (both the system operators and the system users) could be madetofitin with the requirements of the machine.
This design principle, which may have been a perfectly reasonable reflection of economicrealities in its time, lay at the heart of much of the dissatisfaction expressed with informationsystems. To the end-user, the manager with a problem, the system often seemed alien andremote ♥ something ☁over there☂ to which he could have only limited access, and that at timesand in ways that wererigidly controlled by the computer department. A computer managerinthe early 1960s expressed to the authorhis misgivings over the impendinginstallation ofremote job entry terminals. ☜We have always run a very tightly scheduled operation. Now weface the danger that userswill insist on running jobs to suit themselves, however hard we try todiscipline them.☝ In other words he was alarmed that managers might try to use the systemwhen their business needs prompted them to use it, rather than when it was convenientto thecomputer department to have them useit. The constraints imposed by the economicrealitiesof the past wereseriously inhibiting. They madeit almost impossible for the end-user to regardthe information system as his own.
Because of changesin the cost structure of the computerindustry, this particular constraint isabout to be progressively slackened and ultimately lifted completely. The changesin the costof processing power and storage capacity are evolutionary in the sense that they have been intrain for many years; the dramatic changes of today are the result of progressive trends overtime. But these changes are revolutionary in their impact; there is a point where quantitativechanges in the cost of a commodity become qualitative in their impact on a market. Comput-ing power nowstandsatthatpoint.
A few examples mayserve toillustrate the point. At the second Management Conference ofthe Butler Cox Foundation, Mr. Derek Roberts offered such examples (see the Transcript,November 1977). He showed how since 1960 the price perlogical gate in semiconductors hasdeclined from around $100 to around 0.1 cents and how in the next two yearsit is expectedfurther to decline to around 0.01 cents. In terms of memories, he also showed the progressiveincrease in the number of bits per chip, from a single gate in 1962 to a 32,000 bit ChargedCouple Device and a 16,000 bit Random Access Memoryin 1978.
In cost terms Mr. Roberts contrasted the cost and Capacityofsix different storage technologies.Theyall conform to the general rule that economiesof scale prevail. While small random accessmemories with very fast access times remain relatively expensive at around 10-1 cents perbit,
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slower disc and tape media offer prices of 10-3 centsperbit. It is forecast that very large laser-
driven holographic memorieswill offer 10-5 cents per bit provided thescale is large enough.

These trends mean that the purely hardware element in data processing budgetsis likely to
level off as a proportion of total expenditure. Moreover, as the processors and storage media of
the next few years become markedly cheaper, there will be an increasing trend away from
centralised systems. Increasingly, computing powerwill be placed in the hands of the end-user,
the manager with a problem. Thus the new technology will usher in the much-heralded era of
distributed processing.

How will these cost changes effect the end-user in the era of convergence? There are two main
problem areas which need to be addressed, and they are related to each other. Thefirst is
concerned with the degree of complexity built into the systems of the future. Up to now the
suppliers of computers have tried to make their products ☁easy to use☂ by providing massive
and highly complex internal operating systems. These systems governed the response of the
computer to competing claims for attention, the scheduling of jobs, the maintenanceoffiles
and so forth. They have become exceedingly onerous for the user ♥ often the largest single
task for the system being its own housekeeping.
Consider then the opportunities for further complexity offered by the impending changes.
Imagine a system of distributed processing, with terminals scattered overa large organisation.
Imagine that these terminals exhibit some of the characteristics of the multi-function work-
station already described, including the ability to handle voice, data, text and perhaps graphic
messages. It is at once obvious that the operating system to control such a network could very
easily become even vaster and infinitely more complex than the networks of today. It is
important to note that although the operating systems of today were designed to make
systems easier to use, they have in practice achieved the opposite result. Many of today☂s
computer staff have had to betrained in the internals of operating systems, since without such
knowledge they could not understand what the system was doing. This situation means that
not only for the end-user but also for many of the computer staff themselves the system is
remote, alien and ☁over there☂. There can belittle doubt that the advent of convergence offers
an opportunity, if past trends are not checked and reversed, for systems to become even more
mind-bogglingly complex and even more unapproachable. Over the next decade one of the
main criteria for assessing computer suppliers should be the strength and clarity of their deter-
mination to avoid this most undesirable situation.

The second (and related) problem to which users must address themselvesis the cost of system
development. As the proportion of total expenditure devoted to hardwarestabilises, so the
costs of manpower ♥ systems analysts, programmers and operators ♥ will in turn become more
significant and more visible to user managers who footthebill. This point is related to the
preceding argument by virtue of the greater difficulty of designing and implementing appli-
cations for very complex systems.

At present the development of software systems is, as an exercise in applied human ingenuity
and intelligence, extremely unsatisfactory. There is little in the way of standard engineering
☁techniques such as one would expect. A sceptical user might be forgiven for believing that
every application, even those very similar to others already undertaken, was invented from
scratch as though it were uniquein the experience of mankind.

There are in progress around the world many attempts to come to grips with this problem of
high development cost. Universities such as Michigan and the London Schoolof Economics
have long-term research programmes devoted to the problem. At least one US computer manu-
facturer (the Logical Machine Company) offers a system where the user himself sits at the
keyboard and builds his system by progressively defining its elements, without the intervention
of a professional programmer. Another (Jacquard Systems) has commissioned a series of
system packages from a software house where the user generates his application by completing
a set of parametersheets. (IBM☂s System 32 wasthe pace-setter in such development aids). The
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efforts of other computer manufacturers have been directed largely at improved productivityof programmers, whichis only one part of the problem.
During the next few years we can therefore expect to see greater emphasis placed upon theneed for better and cheaper tools for system development.If the evidence of the past is anyguide, progressin this direction will be gradual rather than sudden.
B_ Planning For Convergence
In the earlier sectionsof this report we havetried to assess the impact of convergence upon thesuppliers of computers, communication systems and office products. In the preceding part wehave described the otherfactors likely to be of fundamental importanceto the user of systemsin the next few years. We can now move towardsa definition of the prudentuser☂s response tothis situation. In this section we propose ten policy areas in which every large organisationshould begin to examineits performance,clarify its thinking and seek gradual improvement.These policy areasalign with the guidelines set outin the final section of the report.
1 Network design

Networkdesign is a large and complex area, posing many problemssuchassecurity,utilis-ation, terminal compatibility, signalling, protocols and message formats. Many of thesetopics have been or will be discussed in Foundation reports. Forillustrative purposes onlywe take here two particular examples of network problems, namely the features of com-puterised exchangesand the shareduse oflines for data and voicetraffic.
Most large companies now possess some form of network for voice and/or data traffic.Over the next few years many will embark uponstudies to enhance or modernise these net-works. Most such studies will involve the evaluation of equipment whichis novel to thecompany,such as computerised branch exchanges.
There are many important lessons to be learned. The system facilities of computerisedswitches, such as those which monitor network traffic and allocate costs to the depart-mental budgets of telephone users, vary greatly in usefulness. Class of service restrictions,which prevent unauthorised external or international calling, may be an important tool incost reduction or just an irritant. Automaticcall routing, which meansthat only calls fromsenior managers are allowed to use public lines while others must wait for a tie-line to befree, also has an impact upon cost and level of service. Similarly the features of suchsystems designed to help users require careful evaluation. Many such features are offeredand feature prominently in thesalesliterature. But howuseful are they in practice? At theoffices of a communications company recently, the authorofthis report observed a signenjoining managers to keep their secretaries informed of their whereabouts. Some puzzle-ment ensued, since the office was equipped with a computerised exchange offering a☁follow me☂ facility, so that calls to a given extension could be automatically diverted toanother. The explanation offered was that although this facility indeed existed, no onecould rememberthe codeto useit.
Perhaps the most awkward problem to resolve in current network design is the extent towhich sharedfacilities for voice and data traffic are feasible in any particular case. Wherefor example leased telephonelines exist for voice communications, there is a pronouncedtendency for the network to ☁go to sleep☂ at night. Since rental is paid for the lines on a24-houra day basis, this is grossly uneconomic. In many cases, however,it is difficult totake advantage of this unused capacity. The peaks of voice traffic traditionally occurin thelate morning and early afternoon of the working day. Thesecanall too easily coincide withthe peaks of data transmission too, thus only increasing the extent to which the networkisover-engineeredin relation to total traffic.

2 Multi-function workstations
Over the next few years weshall see a tendency for a wider variety of office functions tobe included in the same device. The economic importance ofthis trend for users will be
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considerable, since it will encourage the replacement of expensive, single-purpose devices
with equipment which is much cheaper in terms of cost per function. Three kinds of
activity will pay off for the careful manager. First he should maintain his awareness of the
new products as they reach the market, and seek to monitor the experienceoftheir earliest
users. Secondly he should try to obtain or maintain control of the fragmented expenditure
on single-purpose devices such as copiers, facsimile tranceivers and telex machines. One
of the keys to thesubsequent replacement of these devices will be just knowing where they
are and how muchtheycost. Thirdly, and the mostdifficult task, he should try to plan his
network extensions with the multi-function workstation in mind. This is far from easy,
since the precise characteristics of future products cannot be knownin advance.Butif, for
example, he is planning to install interactive data terminals at a site in 1978 it may be
imprudentto plan for stand-alone word processing at the samesite in 1979.

Switching
Few areas will reward such careful study and consideration in the next decade as that of
switching, and its significance for the development of systems.It is as well to reiterate the
chain of logic that leads to this conclusion, since it is of fundamental importance.
Computer systems of the past have barely scratched the surface of the problem ofclerical
labour costs. A survey of an American company only a few years ago showed that over
three-quarters of total administrative costs went onclerical labour as opposed to systems
or equipment of any kind. The reason for this disproportion lies in the low productivity
of office staff, by anycriterion far below that of manufacturing labour. And the reason for
low productivity is low investment, based upon the inability of managers to get an
adequate return uponspecial-purpose expensive devices.

Now thelogic of this analysis points to the multi-function device as the key to improved
productivity in the office, since it will encourage the degree of per capita investment
needed. But the multi-function device will generate mixed traffic including potentially
voice, data, text and graphics. The only way such a pattern of traffic can sensibly be
handled is by fast and flexible switching. Hence the switching function is central to
increased productivity and better labour costs.

A number of important developments can be foreseen in the years ahead. Companies
whose products are currently concerned solely with voice switching will doubtless release
switches with data capability, either through an integrated switch or an add-on box. Some
of the advanced products now available in the USA can be expected to find their way into
Europe. IBM will announce a successor to the 3750, probably to be marketed on a world
wide basis. The market for computerised branch exchanges will grow, as more and more
electromechanical switches reach the end oftheir life. But the market may well become
more competitive too, as newcomers pick up the franchise for American products. The
suppliers with existing products will continue to have an advantage, through the possession
of PTT approvals for their offerings.

Wordprocessing
The economics of word processing arestill, except in those countries with the highest
labour costs, marginal. Although the cost of word processing equipment is modest in
relation to most computer-driven systems, it remains high enoughat present to deter many
potential customers. At present cost levels an adequate return on investment can only be
projected at

a

level of utilisation which in most offices is too intensive to berealistic (see
Report Series No 2, Sections VI and VII). At the same time it is important to recognise
that word processing ♥ at least in its communicating mode ♥ represents the tactical
foothills of the systems of the future. The combinationof the word processor and the data
terminal is a natural move towards the multi-function workstation.

There are of course situations in which word processing is already economically justifiable,
where the work mix is to some extent untypical. Such a work mix may contain an unusual
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amount of repetitive draft typing or a large numberof standard personalised letters. Buteven in cases where there is at present no sound economicreason for launching into word
Processing, there are still two good reasons for embarking upon an experimentalinstall-ation. The first is the role of communicating word processors as a path towards the future,mentioned above. The second is connected with cost trends. Sooner or later, as hardwarecosts decline and labour costs rise, word processing will become economicin its own right.The companies who will benefit at that stage will be those who have acquired someexperience in pilot installations, who have advanced some way along the learning curve inresolving the organisational and human problems that word processing poses.
Investment planning
The prudent managerwill also take thought about the different investment cycles whichprevail within the three areas of computing, telecommunications and office automation.First the periods of amortisation common in the three areas differ widely. Computersare currently written off in many firms over 5 to 7 years. Private telephone exchangescommonly have a much longer life expectancy, sometimes as high as 20 years. This dis-crepancy may pose serious problems, since worthwhile projects may be hampered ifold-fashioned switches have too long an unexpiredlife. It is likely that the acceleratingpace of change in the technology of telecommunications will encourage a progressivereduction in the life expectancy of private exchanges, until they eventually harmonise.
The second problem posed by the long amortisation period of exchangesis discrepanciesbetween sites. When oneoffice☂s switch is due for replacement, another☂s still has five yearsto run. Thus a uniform level of technology is hard to achieve. In one sensethis problem isguaranteed of solution. Since the PTT ensures thatall switches conform to the public net-work☂s requirements, they can all talk to each other. But the problem remains unsolved inthe sense that features provided at one site ♥ both system features and user features ♥ maynot be provided at another. Moreover IBM is currently beginning, with a major customerfrom the oil industry, to link 3750s across the public switched network. This will givetelephone users between sites some of the same facilities they enjoy within
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site. Clearlyany majordiscrepancy in investment cycles would destroy such possibilities.
Forall these reasons it is highly desirable to move towards harmonisation of the invest-ment cycles at different sites. The only company known to have resolved this problemtotally is one which rose from the ashes of a bankruptpredecessor. All its capital debts hadbeen liquidated and later a new balance sheet drawn up. All its communication investmentdated from re-incorporation. This is too drastic a solution to be generally applicable.
Relations with the PTT
Few companies exploit to the full the readiness of the PTTs to assist with the planning oftelecommunication systems. All too often the first the local PTT knowsof a schemeiswhenit receives a detailed plan with specific requests for service. One of the keycriteria forthe performance of any telecommunications authority, as a frugal employer of publiccapital, is to keep to a minimum the unused spare capacity of the network. This require-ment reduces the ability of any PTT to respond to unforeseen requirements.In generalitis prudent to maintain regular contact with the PTT and to seek its involvementin particu-lar telecommunicationsplans.

The ManagementServices functionConvergence is drawing the computer suppliers, the communications companies and officeequipmentfirms into the same market. But by the same token it also poses new problemsfor the user of systems. One of these concerns the Organisation of the managementservicesfunction. In most large companies, Management services already embraces computersystems, organisation and methods and operational research or managementscience. Toprovide unified policy-making in the three areas covered by convergence, however, a muchbroader spectrum of control is required. In many companies this does not yet exist. Inmany cases voice communication is a separate function, outside the control or even the
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influence of managementservices. Office equipment is even more usually under separate
control. Some management services directors thus do not control developments for
example in word processing within their companies.

Althoughit is alwaysrisky to generalise about organisational matters, the separation of the
control of computers, communications and office equipmentis very likely to lead to prob-
lems in the future. First of all, the three separate functions will almost certainly have to
negotiate with the same suppliers and will suffer a needless loss of purchasing leverage by
pursuing disparate lines of argument. (Even whenlist prices are not negotiable, levels of
after-sales support usually are). Secondly and even more importantly, the broad conceptual
view of the possibilities offered by convergence is bound to be dissipated if the expertise is
fragmented and uncoordinated. Thus although the political and organisational problems of
achievingunified control of these three areas will in many cases be most daunting, it isa
prerequisite to progress.
Computer management
The theory and practice of computer management were formed in an era whenthe central
machine was the dominant capital asset. For this reason both theory and practice are based
on the tacit aim of getting high utilisation of the machine. There are innumerablepieces of
evidence for this view. For example how many companiesare free from the complaint that
programmers cannot test their programs because of a shortage of machine time? Yet thus
we assert implicitly that computer time is more valuable than man or woman time. As
hardware costs decline and people costs grow, the equations ofthe past lose their validity.
The prudent managerwill monitor this trend and radically reappraise his computer manage-
ment rulebook.

System development
As already indicated, software development methodsare already being studied and revised
in attempts to secure quicker and less labour intensive systems. At the same time,it will be
essential to avoid the excessive complexities of the past: otherwise the convergence of
technologies will simply have spawned a monster. There is a target for the new system
development methods which goes beyond the mere avoidance of wasted effort or uncon-
trolled complication in system development.It is one which lies at the heart of the tech-
nical difficulties attached to convergence.
Given the current state of theart, it is quite possible for a user to extract from a datafile
somesales statistics using a data terminal. It is also possible for him to use a text editing
word processor to compile.a letter to a customer. But what if he wants to incorporate the
data in the letter? In most installations today the only way he can achieve this modest goal
is to print out the sales figures on his data terminal, walk across to the word processor and
type them in again.

Data processing applications have evolved, in other words, quite separately from other
information systems such as text, voice and graphics. Thereis (as far as we are aware) no
operating system in existence which attempts to unify them, to permit the user to migrate
from one application to another, and to take with him the information he has gathered en
route. It seems highly improbable that users will tolerate this limitation forever. Yet
because of the complex operating systems in which data processing applications are
currently embedded,it will take a massive effort to provide inter-application linkage. Here
is an important and basic task for the future.It will be interesting to see whofirst claims to
havesolvedit.
Thetotal cost of information
There are statistics aplenty to prove the growth of the information sector since the end of
the second world war. There have been massive migrations from the agricultural and manu-
facturing sectors into information handling (see Report Series No 4). Such analyses are
usually based upon the governmentlabourstatistics published in various countries. What
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they do not showis the impact of this trend upon the individual enterprise. Herethereisan almost total paucity of information handling in a given company?It is highly probablein most firms that no one will know or be able to make an informed guess.
Of course there are some cost elements which for practical reasons are virtually impossibleto assess. How would an oil company measure the time spent by forecourt attendantsrecordingsales of petrol?

Nevertheless a good deal of light can be thrown upon the total cost of information.Computer costs are generally fairly easily identifiable, though the position is somewhatcomplicated by the modern trends: data entry tends to be handed back to the end-userand small computers tend to glide unseen below the minimum authorisation threshold.Communication costs, especially telephone costs, tend to be buried in a hundred budgets:but all that is required to disinter them is spadework. One of the traditional strengths ofthe traditional office manager ♥ whatever his weaknesses ♥ is the maintenance ofinventories. At least as far as these three cost centres are concerned,therefore,it is in mostfirms arduous but not impossible to arrive at a fair degree of certainty.
Why bother? What aim will be furthered by compiling this very considerable volume ofdata, or arranging for it to be gathered systematically? There are two main reasons, oneobjective and one subjective. First, the design of modern information systems (particularlyin the era of distributed processing) involves important trade-offs between the cost ofintelligence (processing power) and the cost of communication. Unless theserelative costsare known, and known morereadily and reliably than a periodic sample can achieve, thetrade-offs cannot be intelligently made. The lack of such information causes systemdesigners to fly blind in a crucial area of judgment. Secondly,it is a regular complaint ofManagementservices directors that their efforts are not given the time and attention theydeserve by top management. There is some justice in this complaint but at least part of theexplanation for top management's diffidence lies in the way systems are presented. Topmanagers think mostly in money terms. Computer departments consume on averagearound 1% to 2 per cent of total corporate expense. This is too low
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figure to interestmost boards of directors. In those few cases, however, where an attempt has been madeto measure the tota/ cost of information handling, the results indicate that the figure iscloser to 15 or even 20 per cent oftotal cost. This level of expenditure is far more likelyto interest top managementas an area of potential improvement.

C_ TheSkills Vacuum

The design and application of computer systems and telecommunication networks are inde-pendently difficult areas. If the major thesis of this report is correct ♥ that the convergenceof technologies is creating a single discipline of information system design ♥ then theskillsrequired for the construction of adequate systems will be further compoundedoverthe yearsahead.
A particular case of this phenomenonis the Managementservices director whose portfolioalready includes communications. In most cases his backgroundandtrainingwill lie in the areaof computer system design. Whenhis staff present him with a computer system proposal, hisown accumulated experience serves to give him a mental checklist of possible weaknesses. Arethe estimates for maintenance satisfactory? Is the planning and developmentcycle realistic?Are manpowerplans convincing? Yetin relation to a plan for a communications network, hisexperience is by no means as profound. How can he satisfy himself that the same weaknesseshe is accustomed to finding and remedying in systems proposals do not pass by unchallengedin this less familiar field?
Atlevels below the managementservices director thereis also a need to retrain staff (projectleaders, analysts and programmers) to approach their jobs in a different way. In the pastsystems analysts designed computer procedures largely to fit the computer. In the future,
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when it becomespossible to place intelligence virtually without restriction, it will be possible
to design systems to suit the way people workbest. Many systems analysts who havelearned
the lessons of computer-centred system design will need to be retrained to appreciate fully the
new opportunities that convergencecreates.
There is a vacuum in'many organisations where some very importantskills should be. The areas
include word processing, network design and the evaluation of computerised branch exchanges.
It is vitally important that these deficiencies should be identified by meansof a skills audit and
remedied whereverpossible by training and development.
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IV. REGULATION AND CONVERGENCE

A The US Experience

There is one important constraint upon the marriage of computing and telecommunications towhich only passing reference has so far been made. That constraint is the influence, alwayssignificant and sometimes decisive, of the regulatory authorities in the various countries. Inthe USA the main regulatory body is the Federal Communications Commission. In Europeregulation is the preserve of Governments.
For some time now the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)has been trying to defendthe indefensible, to buttress a distinction between computing and communications that isincreasingly hard to define. Recent eventsillustrate this fact dramatically. The USA☂s mono-poly communications company, AT&T, has long cherished the aim of offering both a datacommunications and a data processing service. To achieve this aim it must convince the FCCthat such a service does not conflict with the ☁maximum separation☂ ruling ♥ separationthatisbetween the commoncarrier and the end use of the data ♥ or alternatively persuade it tochange that ruling. The responses of the various interested parties are eminently predictable.IBM stated that, ☜If that were to happen, a large segment of potential data processing appli-cations would be relegated to monopolycarriers.☝ In reply AT&T stated that, ☁It would be ablow if the Bell System couldn't offer its users a complete data communication package.☝
Ontheface of it the FCC regulation is pretty clear. It states quite categorically that telecom-munications carriers are not permitted to offer data Processing services. The ambiguity,however,lies in the terms employed: and gives us a furtherillustration of the reality of theconvergence of technologies. The FCC waspressed for a definition of data processing, so as tomake clear to the commoncarriers just what they were notpermitted to offer. The followingdefinition was forthcoming: ☁Data Processing is the electronically automated processing ofinformation where the output information constitutes a programmed responsetoinput infor-mation.☝ It was quickly pointed out to the FCC that this definition could equally well beapplied to the telephone networkitself ♥ a result they could hardly have intended.
AT&T of course wish to eradicate as far as possible the firm boundaries between communi-cations and computing. Having seen computer companies enterthefields of private switching,and seeing one of them entering satellite communication, AT&T's reaction is scarcely surpris-ing. Nor should weexpectits efforts to enter data processing to diminish.
B_ The European Position
In Europe the regulatory position is very different ♥ in some ways morerestrictive and inothers less. All companies, whatever their traditional industry, stand equally in relation to thePTTs whenseeking approval for devices to be connected to the public network. Moreover anycompanythat wishes to do so can operate a computing service over the public network.
The rules governing connection to the network are, however, more complicated, more time-consuming and morecostly for the would-be supplier than in the USA.
Perhaps the biggest weakness in the European position stems from the fact that all its tele-communications authorities are not just monopolies but also public monopolies. This fact
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gives the PTTs certain strengths, particularly in areas such as public accountability (AT&T in
contrast is rather secretive) and in the maintenance of services whichare socially desirable.
But it also creates some strategic weaknesses.
The United Kingdom Post Office, to take one example, is charged with certain responsibilities
under the Post Office Act, 1969. There are certain services it must provide (e.g. telephones,
letters) and certain services that it may provide if it wishes. In some of the main areas ofits
business it has what is termed in the Act ☁exclusive privilege☂, i.e. monopoly rights. Thevital
part of the Act, however, is that which obliges the Post Office to relate its services to the
social, commercial and industrial needs of its market. Now this obligation ♥ which has been
interpreted fairly literally in the past ♥ meansthat the Post Office should not provide services
for needs it thinks may arise, or could be caused to arise by market stimulation. Taken very
literally, it would probably haveled to the strangulation at birth of services such as Viewdata,
or indeed of any data communication services whatsoever.
Of late there is evidence that the Post Office (and other PTTs)is interpreting its brief in a
slightly less literal-minded way. The Act for example also enshrines the principle that the user
of a service should pay the full cost of the service, without any use of marginal pricing to
smooth the load of demand. Nevertheless marginal pricing is used to attract off-peak telephone
calls. But even if the Post Office were to strain its brief to the limit, it is doubtful whetherit
could meet the needs of the future in every respect. It is worth explaining why.

There is a considerable degree of doubt about the precise ways in which any particular tech-
nical innovation can best be used in future communications systems. Everyone agrees, for
instance, that there is great potential in optical fibre links and in satellites. But how will these
inventions be used? No one can besure. Nevertheless the developmentcycle for such services
is very long, and the investment cycle for firms who wish to use suchservices is also long. Thus
the shortest route to successful implementation is to allow a variety offairly risky experiments
to take place, the risk being shared by the supplier and his customers according to their
commercial judgment. In this way the natural selection of the market feeds the winners and
starves the losers.
Because a public monopolybyits very nature cannotindulgein risky experiments ♥ rightly ♥
it has a natural tendencyto select a fairly conservative technology and to commitits resources
only as far ahead as it can reasonably assess future prospects. This philosophyis excellent for
the application of technology, but not well suited to its creation. It is for this reason that
informed critics ask a difficult question: how will Europe infuse its developments in telecom-
munications with the same dynamic which competition creates in the USA? And how can
it do so without impairing the ability of the PTTs to continue doing what they doin general
very well ♥ the managementof national and international communications networks?

CIs Europe At Risk?

The uncertainty about the source of Europe☂s drive to apply the new technologies stemming
from convergence also prompts a further question. Such technologies are already being applied
faster in certain other countries such as the USA, Canada and Japan. Howseriouswill it be for
Europeif this technology gap persists or even widens?

A good system of public and private communications,catering for voice, data, text and image
processing, may be as important in the future to the wealth of a nation as a good system of
surface and air transport is today. As with any part of the economicinfrastructure, it is
virtually impossible to quantify the benefits deriving from a good system of this type or the
penalties inflicted by a bad. But expert testimony certainly suggests that the information
handlinginfrastructure will be at least as important as any other.

Uniquely qualified to judge, perhaps, is James Martin. Mr. Martin is a Briton resident in the
United States, a world-famous lecturer on computers and communications and the author of
around a dozen standard works on those subjects. He is also a full time research worker for
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IBM and so is aware of much of the development workgoing on within that company. Mr.Martin has observed at first hand the innovative experiments that have taken place in the USAsince the major policy changes of the late 1960s and, though far from an uncritical admirer ofthem all, has no doubt that on balance many worthwhile innovations have reached the marketmuchearlier than would otherwise have happened. He has madenosecretof his concern thatat a time when the USA, Canada and Japan will have first rate communication systems fordata, text, voice and graphicstraffic, Europewill be limping behindstill searching for the rightinnovative philosophy. Mr. Martin☂s judgment,as onestill deeply concerned for the continentof his birth, is that Europeis very definitely at risk ♥ technically, industrially, commerciallyandsocially.
It would be wrongto endthis section of the report without emphasising that these concernsare not to be construed as hostile criticisms of the PTTs of Europe. Any impartial assessmentwould be boundto conclude that the defects in Europe☂s armourycited aboveare notthe faultof the PTTs. They are weaknesses in the policies of the countries concerned, and trouble thePTTs perhaps as much as they do Mr. Martin. :
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V. THE PRUDENT MANAGER'S GUIDE

A Introduction
The world of computers is faddy and riddled with unintelligible jargon. Every few years some
new fashion seems to catch the fancy of the computer community, and for a time everything
revolves around this fashionable notion. Is there any evidence to suggest that the convergence
of technologies is more than just the latest in a long and fundamentally trivial list of catch-
phrases?
We hope that the evidence assembledin this report presents a convincing overall picture of the
changes occurring in three related industries. There is no doubtatall about the irruption of
silicon technology into the communications and office products industries. There is no doubt
at all about the seriousness of the challenge posed by IBM in the areasof private switching and
satellite communications. It is equally certain that competing products in the workstation
market will come from all three industries. And finally there is no doubt that the brains of
the regulatory authorities in the USAarebeing fully, indeed perhaps frenetically, stretched to
try to invent any meaningful distinction between the business of data processing and the
business of communications.

All the fashionable notions of the past have one thing in common.They havehadvirtually no
impact on the world outside the tight echelons of the computer community. Convergence in
contrast is already producing a reaction of a much more widespread nature. For this reason we
believe it to be an important and enduring phenomenon rather than a transient catchphrase.

B Guidelines
In this section of the report we abstract specific recommendations for management action
from the policy areas described in Section II! B. The aim is to produceaninstantly intelligible
checklist of policy questions that need to be systematically reviewed. The prudent manager
keeping vigilant watch in these areas should acquire a better understanding of his company☂s
position in response to convergence. Thelist is a prescription,in short, for wise virgins.

1 Network design
Train yourself and your staff to understand the realities of network design, taking a jaun-
diced look at the features offered by suppliers. The question is not whether they exist but
whether your managerswill use them.

2 Multi-function workstations
Watch out for these important new products. Try to time the introduction of new user
facilities over the next few years in the light of their certain impending arrival.

3 Switching
This is a key area becauseit lies at the heart of reduced office costs: see Section || B for
the logic of this important argument. Look out for the addition of data switchingfacilities
to existing voice switches, and for |BM☂s new product. Keep your amortisation periods as
short as possible.
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Wordprocessing ;Even if word processing is not yet economic for your organisation, start up a small pilotinstallation. The experience will serve you in good stead when the inevitable economiccrossover point comes.

Investment planning
Try as hard as you can to align your replacement dates for larger network components,including switches and computers.
Despite the undoubted difficulties of so doing, there are considerable benefits. Anambitious and worthwhile scheme can be financially undermined by the unexpired capitallife of one obsolete switch.
The ManagementServices functionAt somefuture point you mayfind it necessary to reorganise managementservices to placecomputers, telecommunications and office equipment underunified control. At presentitis certainly worthwhile to check on the liaison of these three functions. A commonfault isto have the point at which their lines of responsibility meet too far up the organisation, sothat no practical means of resolving differences exists. To avoid fragmented systems andwasteful buying these three functions must be carefully coordinated.
Computer management
Your manuals on the management of computer projects may unconsciously enshrine thebelief that the computeris the centre of every system.It is worth taking a hard look atthese procedures. They may well be quite inappropriate to the equipment youare actuallybuying.
System developmentWatch outfor a major emphasis on better value for moneyin system development.It is thenatural priority in the era of cheap hardware. Watch outtoo for the first supplier who canlink applications(e.g. data, voice and text Processing). He will be worth a visit.
Thetotal cost of informationSet in motion an exercise to measure what you actually spend as a corporation on com-puting, communications and office automation. It will take a great deal of effort to getuseful figures. Your technical staff will tell you it can☂t be done,oris a waste ofeffort.But without this information you cannotintelligently trade-off computing costs againsttelecommunications costs.
Conclusion

This report is intended to provoke as many questionsas it answers. It provides a framework fordebate within the Foundation which should lead to a considerable numberof topics for specificresearch, over and above those already completed or in hand.
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Abstract
Report Senes The Convergence
No 5 of Technologies

by David Butler
February 1978

The purpose of this report is to alert managers to a fundamental change in the way that infor-
mation systems are conceived, designed and used, as a result of the so called ☁convergence of
technologies☂.
The main components of a present-day business information system ♥ apart from the human
and organisational resources contained therein ♥ are the products of three separate and
previously non-competing industries. The most ubiquitous element is the ordinary telephone,
providing both internal voice communication and external links via private and public
exchanges. The second element is computers and (increasingly) microprocessors incorporated
in other devices. And the third is the agglomeration of devices known as office machines ♥
including typewriters, copiers, printers, microfilm, and paper storage systems. Convergenceis
the process by which these three industries are coming to depend upona single technology.
They are becoming,to all intents and purposes, three branches ofa single industry.
This report presents a convincing overall picture of the changes whichlie at the root of this
movement. There is no doubt at all about the irruption of silicon technology into the com-
munications and office products industries. There is no doubt at all about the seriousness of
the challenge posed by IBM in the areas of private switching and satellite communications.
And it is equally certain that competing products in the workstation market will come from
all three industries.
The world of computers is faddy and riddled with unintelligible jargon. Every few years some
new fashion seems to catch the fancy of the computer community, and for a time everything
revolves around this notion. But they have had one thing in common: they havehad virtually
no impact on the world outside the tight echelons of the computer community. Convergence
in contrast is already producing a reaction of a much more widespread nature. Forthis reason
it is an important and enduring phenomenonrather than just a transient catchphrase.

This report describes the impact of convergence on suppliers and on users, and examines the
US experience and the position of Europe.Finally it abstracts specific recommendations for
managementaction in order to produce aninstantly intelligible checklist of policy questions
that need to be systematically reviewed. The report is intended to be read by managers of
departments which use systems as well as by the managers responsible for providing systems ♥
and byline as well as staff.

e Butler Cox Foundation  



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines majordevelopments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and officeautomation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.
The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, where ithas offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings tomembersin three main ways.

♥ as regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-stantiating evidence.
through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-cations of the subjects studied for management services directorsand their senior colleagues.
through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂own specialist managers and technicians can meet with theFoundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which themembers are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection oftopics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report andaccounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have beenemployed. 
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